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Challenge: 

To provide CCTV site coverage with 

limited infrastructure between 

buildings, utilizing existing cable 

where possible and to achieve High 

Definition images

Solution:

We provided Farrington Oils with the 

ever so popular Hikvision Hybrid units 

capable of IP and  HD over coax.  This 

gave the customer future proof and 

expansion for ability of adding 

additional cameras at a later date.  

We also used wireless line of site to 

connect cameras on out buildings 

which record back to the  customer 

NVR and localized SD storage in the 

event of network loss.

Sonic were given the opportunity to work closely with Farrington Oils  head office  based in Hargrave, Northamptonshire and design them a 

new CCTV system that was  future proof.  The system required the ability to utilising existing coaxial infrastructure where possible, and add 

the latest IP technology to new camera locations.

Sonic provided  an industry leading Hikvision Hybrid CCTV solution which enables customers to utilise legacy coaxial cable with High 

Definition Turbo camera technology, this also gave the customer a greater return on investment giving them the ability to use new IP 

camera technology for new camera locations  and the ability to go to 4K resolution.

Richard Wiles had the following to say on behalf of Farrington Oils Ltd “The user requirement specifically detailed areas where there is a 

need to capture vehicles arriving and leaving site. In this instance matters are further complicated as the site is divided by a public highway. 

We need to be conscious of how we monitor public activity as it passes through  Following an initial website enquiry, contact was quickly 

made and within a matter of just a few days a comprehensive site survey was completed by Sonic. A relatively simple Hikvision three 

camera scheme was proposed, each camera being motion activated and external detection therefore reducing hard-drive capacity 

requirements.  The system also allows us to add additional cameras to the system in the near future.  

Within one month the system was fully installed and commissioned. The staff at Sonic appeared 

professional and polite at all times and we are delighted with the installed solution”
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Sonic Security Services were given the opportunity to work closely with Farrington Oils  head office  based in Hargrave, Northamptonshire and designed 
them a new CCTV system that was  future proof.  The system required the ability to utilising existing coaxial infrastructure where possible, and add 
the latest IP technology to new camera locations.

Sonic provided  an industry leading Hikvision Hybrid CCTV solution which enables customers to utilise legacy coaxial cable with High 
Definition Turbo camera technology, this also gave the customer a greater return on investment giving them the ability to use  new IP 
camera technology for new camera locations,  and the ability to go to 4K resolution as required.

Richard Wiles had the following to say on behalf of Farrington Oils Ltd " The user requirement specifically  detailed areas where there is a  
need to capture vehicles arriving and leaving site. In this instance matters are further complicated as the site is divided by a public highway. 
We need to be conscious of how we monitor public activity as it passes through.  Following an initial website enquiry, contact was quickly 
made and within a matter of just a few days a comprehensive site survey was completed by Sonic. A relatively simple Hikvision efficient
camera scheme was proposed, each camera being motion activated and external detection therefore reducing hard-drive capacity 

Within one month the system was fully installed and commissioned. The staff at Sonic appeared 
requirements.  The system also allows us to add additional cameras to the system in the near future.  

professional and polite at all times and we are delighted with the installedsolution"  
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